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W

e are very happy to bring the fall issue of SPS Navigator to you. We are excited about this issue as we
are paying tribute to women and their accomplishments and contributions to society. Over the years,
women across the world have made tremendous strides in education, career and financial independence
while maintaining and caring for their families. We have met and continue to meet amazing women who
have set great examples of perseverance, courage and determination. They have and continue to make a
difference in the lives of the people they touch. We have two such wonderful and exceptional women profiled
in this newsletter.
One of these women, Dorothy Zehnder, continues to amaze the Frankenmuth community as well as everyone
that she meets. Her enthusiasm and zest for life is contagious and her accomplishments as a business woman
and as the matriarch of the family are very impressive. Our second featured woman is Linda Brown. Linda’s
dedication to her two autistic sons and her role as an advocate for the Special Needs community is exemplary.
We feel fortunate to know these women and we appreciate their willingness to share their stories with us.
After reading their stories, we know you will agree that these are two very special women.
SPS is very committed in providing financial education to women. Women with successful careers as well as
success in other areas of their lives may not always be as proficient in money and/or financial matters as they
should be.
It is our goal to educate every woman so that they feel emancipated on financial matters. Our monthly
“Women and Finance” education sessions, which are held in our offices, are designed to help them. We
encourage all women to participate. The men in their lives are also welcome!
We wish you a beautiful and colorful fall season. Enjoy the holiday season with your family and friends.

Minoti Rajput, CFP®
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Mehul Mistry, CFP®

Elinor Ho, ChFC®

“If your success is not on your own terms, if it looks good to the world but
does not feel good in your heart, it is not success at all.” – Anna Quindlen

P

erhaps no single group has seen greater progress
in our history than women. Previous generations
fought hard for basic rights and things that most of us
take for granted today like the right to vote and the
right to attain a higher education. At the turn of the
18th century, women in the US could not own property and could rarely find professional jobs such as
school teachers or doctors. Things changed in the
19th century ~ women fought for the right to vote
and won. In the latter half of the century, political
tides shifted and opened the door for change.
Women finally began to have the opportunity to
show that they could be writers, they could teach,
they could be artists, doctors or engineers. None of
it came easily but once the doors opened, there was
no stopping women from achieving their goals and
their aspirations. Since that time women have successfully been in the forefront in politics, medicine,
military, arts and literature, finance, sports and
many other fields. They have taken the definition of
success to new heights.
Success, however, has meant different things to different women. It is interesting to see how women
define success as they achieve both financial success
and recognition in their respective fields. Usually,
success is experienced and defined by men and
women along the stereotypical gender lines. Men are
known to focus on material success and women
tend to give importance to relationships and feelings.
A recent survey conducted by Citi and LinkedIn
show that women want balance in their lives and
achieving financial success is not enough. This pursuit of balance between work and a fulfilling family
life has often forced women to take a back seat in
their careers. This is not the same for men and rarely
are they expected to make career sacrifices for a better balance. The traditional definition of success,

money and power, is not being fair to either men or
women. Today, the known method of measuring
success; resulting in overwork, stress, and unhappiness, requires us to “re-think” what the true
definition of success really is. According to a survey
done by Huffington Post1, women are redefining
what success means to them and are accepting the
fact that “You can have it all but you can’t have it all
at the same time.”
Here are a few things that mean success to many
women.
• Doing something impactful and loving every
minute of it.
• Finding the good in life’s imperfections
• Making a difference by teaching others to
achieve success.
• Living and loving fully, without shame and
without apology.
• Promoting a just cause, something you believe
in strongly.
• Making your family happy.
• Having the ability to control your own
schedule.
• Being healthy and having a job that helps other
women do the same.
• Having the strength and determination to
try and try again – even when you fall flat on
your face.
• Being proud of yourself.
• Doing your best and being grateful for
everything good in your life.
• Loving what you get to do for a living.
• Learning to be in the moment instead of
constantly going, going, going.
What does success mean to you? Give it some
thought. ■
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t is not too often that one meets an “awe-inspiring” personality such as Dorothy Zehnder. At 91, Dorothy
is vibrant and full of energy as well as enthusiasm. A legend in Michigan and the hotel/restaurant world,
Dorothy is an inspiration to women in particular. We asked her to tell the story of how she, along with her
husband, William “Tiny” Zehnder, transformed the sleepy farm community of Frankenmuth into one of
Michigan’s top tourist attractions.
Tiny and Dorothy met when they were both working, at what was then the Fisher’s Hotel. When the hotel
became available for sale, the family was reluctant, but Dorothy persuaded them to buy the business in the
1950’s. Over time, they began expanding the hotel and its surrounding area. Today, the area includes retail
shops, restaurants, hotels and nearby Splash Village. The Bavarian Inn, famous for its chicken dinners, serves
an average of 60,000 meals each year.
Dorothy talked with Minoti Rajput and Elinor Ho about the differences in business now and then for women.
Dorothy believes the biggest difference is education. She had only a high school education so it was important
to Dorothy and her husband that their children went to college. She also felt that they should learn the family
business by working alongside them. She is delighted that women are more educated and more accepted in
the business world today.
Dorothy grew up on a farm and did not enjoy the farm work at all, so she was very happy to take over the
kitchen when the opportunity became available to her. She believes this was her greatest contribution. The
previous owners did not have any recipes, so she developed her own. Her children finally talked her into
writing a cookbook, which is available at the restaurant and a great legacy for her grandchildren.
The restaurant business has also changed quite a bit over the years. Continuous improvements and changes
are necessary; more people with food allergies (non-dairy and gluten free), more competition from chain
restaurants, and fewer families with time to take the day to visit a destination and have dinner together.
Although Dorothy is blessed with great employees, she finds that values are different today. She grew up in
the depression era and frugality was critical. Granddaughter Amy recalls that, “As a child, I had to scrape
meat from the bones for other uses and I have not forgotten that; I do not throw anything away.”
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Keeping the business in the family is paramount. With three generations working together, communication
is not easy but they work at it. The plaque in their office reads, “This business shall continue forever.”
Dorothy’s advice for today’s women entrepreneurs is to “work hard and do exceptional work that challenges
you. You cannot sit back and give orders.” Dorothy still works with her employees and strongly believes
that there is no substitute for mentoring and sharing your knowledge personally.
When asked about her retirement date, Dorothy laughed, “One of the commandments for a business owner
is to set a retirement date and keep it. I set the date at age 65, then 70 then 75. I soon realized that I am not
retiring. I would like to say ‘Goodbye’ while I am still working. I love people and still greet our guests often.”
Dorothy is very proud of her family and her grandchildren, and feels blessed that many of them work in
the business. “I can come and go to work when I want. Life is good. That,” adds the 91-year old, “is the
secret to a good, long life.” ■
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T

here are so many women, past and present, who
have made tremendous sacrifices and strides in
achieving their goals in a world that was not always
conducive to women. From humanitarian work to
flying solo over the Atlantic, women have stood the
test of time and did not waiver, in spite of their obstacles, to pave the way for generations of women to
follow. We have collected some of our favorite stories and quotes from some of the women who have
inspired us.
Mother Teresa – Who
has not been inspired
by her? Mother Teresa
won the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1979 for her
humanitarian work.
She spent 30 years
helping people less fortunate without anyone
knowing who she was.
She was not concerned about recognition; she was
concerned only for those people who needed help.
Her philosophy was simple: Do whatever is possible
to help, whether big or small. “If you can’t feed a
hundred people, then feed just one.”
Oprah Winfrey – This is truly one of the “rags to
riches” stories that we hear about over and over
again. Oprah Winfrey, one of the most successful
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women in our
decade,
had
humble beginnings. Oprah’s
ability to overcome obstacles
she faced as a
youth to becoming the first African-American
woman classified as a billionaire in 2003 shows sheer
determination. Everyone knows Oprah as the
“Queen” of day-time shows – “Think like a queen.
A queen is not afraid to fail. Failure is another steppingstone to greatness.” Oprah certainly lives by
her words.
Princess Diana: “The People’s Princess” –
Princess Di will be remembered not only for marrying into the royal family, but for her charitable
work worldwide. She was well-known for her fundraising efforts for international charities and as an
eminent celebrity of the late
20th century. Diana was
truly an inspiration to
people in all walks of life.
Her selfless attitude is
summed up by one of her
most famous quotes, “Anywhere I see suffering, that is
where I want to be, doing
what I can.”

Rosa Parks – “I’m tired
of being treated like a
second-class citizen.”
This was Rosa Parks
response to her act of
defiance in the 1950s.
Refusing to give up her
seat on a bus to a white
person was so unheard
of and her courageous
act fueled the civil rights movement in America and
changed the lives of millions of people.

Billie Jean King – Billie
Jean is undoubtedly one
of the greatest World No. 1
professional female tennis
players of all time. She won
39 Grand Slam Titles,
including 12 singles, 16
women doubles, and 11
mixed double titles. Her
most memorable victory
was playing and defeating the self-proclaimed chauvinist Bobby Riggs in 1973. This game was proclaimed as the “Battle of the Sexes.” Her victory
proved that women deserved both respect and
equality in the world of sports. Billie Jean stated that
this tennis match was not about the game, as Billie
Jean described sports as “a microcosm of society,”
and believed that her actions could help improve
women’s rights all over the world. And, it did!

Amelia Earhart – Amelia Earhart: The Aviator, the
Advocate, and the Icon.” Amelia Earhart was born
to be a leader. In 1923, she became the 16th woman
to be issued a pilot’s license and the first woman to
fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean five years later,
receiving the U.S. Distinguished Flying Cross for her
achievement and
was instrumental
in the formation
of The NinetyNines, an organization for female
pilots. Nothing
could keep her
from fulfilling her
lifetime dream of
flying an airplane.
Tragically, she disappeared while
attempting a circumnavigational flight of the globe in 1937.
While other woman were being held back by a male
dominated society, Amelia was bringing on new
challenges, breaking records, and opening up incredible opportunities for other women. Her message to all women was that “the woman who can
create her own job is the woman who will win fame
and fortune.” ■
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E

veryone handles challenges in life differently.
Linda and Craig Brown have not just survived
the challenges thrown at them; they’ve met them
head-on and continue to make a difference in
other’s lives.
Linda and Craig were high school sweethearts and
had a promising future in front of them. Craig was
doing well in his career and was supportive of Linda.
The first in her family to become an attorney, Linda
started her career in labor law and human resources.
They relocated to Wisconsin for Craig’s work and
prepared for their first child, Ross.
Ross was a healthy child, very bright and precocious
initially, he spoke early and was progressing
normally, but soon progress stopped and then regressed. His autism diagnosis came at age 2 ½. Linda
was expecting their second child and was worried
and confused. Ross had difficulty sleeping, adding
to her anxiety and sleep deprivation. They had no
idea where to go or what to do.
With no family support or friends around, it was
very difficult. Craig’s career was thriving which
meant long hours and a lot of travel, leaving Linda
to cope with the situation at home.
Their second son, Brian, also showed health challenges and developmental delays and was diagnosed
with autism at 3 ½. With two autistic sons with severe physical and mental challenges, Linda made the
difficult decision to give up her lucrative law career.
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Although it was a heart-wrenching decision, Linda
felt that she had no choice but to focus her attention
on their boys.
Linda was depressed and fatigued both emotionally
and physically. Craig was coping with pressures at
work, worrying about the boys and trying to be of
support to Linda – she describes him as her “rock.”
Many families don’t survive these challenges, but the
Browns became a stronger family through their
journey to various doctors, therapists, hospitals and
schools. Linda put her motivated, high-achiever mentality to work for her family by fighting for the resources they needed. It became Linda’s mission to sort
out the services available, educational options and
how to find the best care. The government labyrinth
is difficult to navigate but Linda never gave up.
Vacations were difficult, and Linda and Craig rarely
got a break. They felt isolated and didn’t know many
other parents in their situation. While other parents
were taking their kids to soccer and baseball, Linda
was taking her kids to various therapy sessions. Still,
as other parents complained about their kids getting
into trouble, Linda and Craig felt blessed to have
lovable, decent, well-meaning kids that wanted to
be loved.
Linda had been very involved in the Autism Society
in Wisconsin, so when the Browns moved back to
Michigan in 1996, Linda became involved in the
Autism Society of MI as well, ultimately serving on

their Board. As the boys entered their teenage years, Linda and Craig began to focus on the future, with concerns
about providing for the boys’ future care and determining where they would live as adults. Brian expressed the
dream of a home of his own, which set Linda’s wheels turning.
Finding or creating a home and independence for adult dependents with disabilities is the most difficult aspect
of Special Needs Planning. With the help of Community Housing Network, the Browns developed a plan and
proceeded to gather resources and knock down seemingly insurmountable obstacles. They eventually purchased
a home nearby and arranged for services to be provided for the boys through Community Mental Health.
What a celebration when Ross and Brian moved into their new home with another roommate in 2009!
With the boys now 25 and 23, Linda has returned to work and is sharing her expertise in her role as a Housing
Resource Consultant and Pooled Trust Administrator at the Community Housing Network for Oakland &
Macomb counties.
Many parents (especially Mothers) of special needs children set aside their personal dreams and make sacrifices to care for their children, but Linda has shown exceptional perseverance in postponing her ambitions
and fighting for the resources necessary to ensure that her dreams for her children were met.
Twenty years later, Linda is still tired but gratified with her career decision and the profound affect she has
had on the lives of her children. She is now dedicated to helping others achieve similar dreams for their
children…and Craig is still her “rock.” ■
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Brainy Quotes About Women!
Being a boss anyw
here is lonely.
Being a female bo
ss in a world of
mostly men is espe
cially so.
– Robert Frost
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I owe nothing to
women’s lib.
– Margaret Thatch
er

Men and women belo
ng to different
species and communic
ations between
them is still in its infa
ncy.
– Bill Cosby
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I think god made a woman to be strong and not
to be trampled under the feet of men. I’ve always
felt this way because my mother was a very
strong woman, without a husband.
– Little Richard
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In our society, the wo
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break down barriers
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– Arnold Schwarzene

I’ve yet to be on
a campus where
most
women weren’t
worrying about
some aspect
of combining m
arriage, children
and a
career. I’ve yet to
find one where
many men
were worrying ab
out the same th
ing.
– Gloria Steinem

Speaking very generally, I find
that women are spiritually,
emotionally, and often physically
stronger than men.
– Gary Oldman

as successful as men
Women will never be
.
wives to advise them
because they have no
– Dick Van Dyke
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I feel there is something
unexplored about woman th
at only a
woman can explore.
– Georgia O’Keeffe

Plan to!
attend

Fall/Winter 2013 Schedule
“Retirement Planning Today”
Educational Course for Adults – 50-70

“Women & Finance Series”
Financial Matters Every Woman Should Know

Presented By Minoti Rajput & Mehul Mistry

Presented By Minoti Rajput & Elinor Ho

Hands on Educational Course that delivers comprehensive, objective knowledge that will guide you as you prepare for your retirement.
Learn how to:
• Avoid 10 of the biggest retirement planning mistakes.
• Determine your Retirement Needs & Expenses;
Determine your income sources & distribution plan.
• Invest for retirement needs; Protect your assets;
Determine Life Planning and Estate Planning Needs.

Topic: Ten Financial Matters Every Woman Should Know
Choose one of the following dates:
Secure Planning Strategies Office (Refreshments will be provided)
November 11: Monday 5:00 - 7:30 pm
December 9: Monday 5:00 - 7:30 pm
Topic: Life Planning & Long-Term Care Planning
Secure Planning Strategies Office (Refreshments will be provided)
October 14: Monday 5:00 - 7:30 pm

This course is also a great way to introduce your friends
to SPS’s resources and planners.
Choose from the following dates and locations:
Eastern Michigan University – Livonia Center
– or – October 1 & 8: Tuesday 6:30 - 9:30 pm
October 5 & 12: Saturday 9:00 am to Noon
Walsh College – Troy
– or – October 9 & 16: Wednesday 6:30 - 9:30 pm
October 19 & 26: Saturday 9:00 am to Noon
Michigan State - Troy Campus
October 29 & November 5: Tuesday 6:30 - 9:30 pm

Additional Schedules are being
worked on. Please check our website
(www.spsfinancial.com) for updates
and times of upcoming workshops
including Special Needs Planning!

“Life Planning and Creating a Letter of Intent
for a Child with Special Needs”
Presented By Minoti Rajput & Mehul Mistry
Community Housing Network (Getting My Own Address)
Milford High School – Milford, MI
October 10: Thursday 6:00-8:00 pm
Williams Syndrome Organization
Community of Christ Church - Troy, MI
November 14: Thursday 6:30-9:00 pm

Registration is limited CALL TODAY to reserve your seat!
248-827-2580
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24800 Denso Drive, Ste. 265 • Southfield, MI 48033
Phone: (248) 827-2580 • Fax: (248) 827-2790
www.spsfinancial.com

THANK YOU
We appreciate you choosing us to help chart a course for your financial freedom.
Together, we will strive for the smoothest sailing. We are committed to guiding
you to your destination through proper planning and ongoing advice. We thank you
for your support, your trust and for referring your friends and family to us.
The growth of our firm and the recognition we have received could not have
been possible without your help.
Minoti H. Rajput, CFP®
mrajput@spsfinancial.com

Mehul S. Mistry, CFP®
mmistry@spsfinancial.com

Elinor K. Ho, ChFC®
eho@spsfinancial.com

Securities offered through Securities America, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC. Advisory Services offered through Securities America Advisors, Inc. Secure Planning Strategies and the
Securities America Companies are separate entities. #727042_09/13

